
Honored Historians 
These wonderful people have helped preserve our local history. 

You can be an honored Historian.  If you are willing to look up things and type up what you 

found.  Send then to wecare@dogoodforalltoday  I will put you down as the historian for that 

item and publish you in this history giving you the credit. Old professor Wes started this but now 

it is a community history project that all  serious historians can help with. Help us. Be a Hero 

Historian. Your name will be recorded for posterity. 

Norman Smith 
Fire Chief of Center Line, Goodfellow, Historian, Fireman 

He has helped many people. He has overseen and cared for the St Clement 

Cemetery for years.  He is a true inspiration to us all. 
Mike Grobbel 

Historian Researcher and author of the first and best site on 

Center Line History.  He continues to do excellent research 

and publish it at his own expense. He is a wonderful person 

to work with. He has helped many others. 
Jack Schram 

Who researched history of transportation in our area and 

collected and shared his pictures. He published books on 

Transportation.  His son Ken has been very helpful. 

Jerry Malburg 

St Clement historian/genealogist helped create the 6,500 entry Index 

to St Clement Cemetery 

Pat Hallman 
She has done work all over Macomb County. The Bunert School exists today mostly because of her 

labors.  Research on the Bear Creek mansion was done by her.  There are several other studies she has 

done that has benefited those interested in history.  We owe her a great dept of gratitude for her great 

work. 

Tom Turmel 
Who had done much historical work and beautified our lives and cared for many people and plants. He 

spent years transforming Warren Union Cemetery into a place of beauty. 

 Martha Ruth Burczyk 
Who did historical research and still has the Friendliest Book on Warren History 

Merriann Haberek 
Compiled a book about early days of Baseline and Van Dyke entitled “A Moment in Time A Lifetime 

of Memories” 

Anna Kluck 

Anna wrote historical articles and interviewed old timers.  Unfortunately she did not share her research.  

I am hoping that perhaps her relatives inherited her research and will share it. 

 

Special Thanks to the following for their good works and sharing of historical 

information.  Shirley Opfer, Jenny Horn, Bert Hazen, Harold Stilwell, Kathy Kirchner, Dorothy 

Cummings, The Weigand Family, Eugene Mandziuk, William Leroy, Margaret Licht, David 

Hanselman, Kurt Mccrary, Hubert and Dorothy Leech, Lislie Foss and others whose names I 

forgot. 

 

Thanks to all those who gave their lives and served to preserve our freedom   
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Professor Wesley Edward Arnold is the old Historian and Humanitarian Educator who 

researched much of this work before there were computers. He was a college Professor who 

received a 20 year Distinguished Service Award from Macomb Community College, compiled over 

180 books (most on local history and a few with his Doctorial research on finding and using 

International Vocabulary the easiest language and most important about practical soulutions to the 

problems of our time.  In his last years he promoted practical soulutions to providing every human 

with: adequate food, clothing, affordable shelter, adequate health care, better education, human rights, 

and (a practical method to create a statewide minimum income for all by using public owned solar 

panels to provide energy credits for every citizen.) He also built and maintained his own personal solar 

power system and helped others create them.)  He wrote International Vocabulary International 

Communication and Understanding in ¼ the time. was a Red Cross Volunteer and Social Worker, Scout 

Leader, and Teacher. He compiled the 30,000 page Educational Archive of Warren and Center Line 

History and published it without cost to others. He was a veteran of US Army Vietnam Era, and a 

soldier in the War on Terrorists.  People liked his website dogoodforall.today with the history and the 

beautiful old music videos.  He taught the Golden Rule as a standard of human conduct, warned us 

about dangers and urged persons to be, informed, educated and prepared.  We thank him and other 

veterans for their service and for having the courage to stand up against the those who are threatening 

our freedom. Remember Humans are Humane monsters aren’t, cause no harm by actions or inaction. 

 

Stone at Forest Lawn 
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